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Abstract. In natural language we often use graded concepts, reflectingdifferent intensity degrees
of certain features. Whenever such concepts appear in a given real-life context, they need to be
appropriately expressed in its models. In this paper, we provide a framework which allows for
extending the BGI model of agency by grading beliefs, goals and intentions. We concentrate on
TEAMLOG [6, 7, 8, 9, 12] and provide a complexity-optimal decision method for its graded version
TEAMLOGK by translating it intoCPDLreg (propositional dynamic logic with converse and “inclu-
sion axioms” characterized by regular languages). We also develop a tableau calculus which leads
to the first EXPTIME (optimal) tableau decision procedure forCPDLreg. As CPDLreg is suitable
for expressing complex properties of graded operators, theprocedure can also be used as a decision
tool for other multiagent formalisms.
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1. Paper Contribution and Structure

BGI, standing for Beliefs, Goals and Intentions, is a well-recognized intensional model of agency.1

Intuitively, an agent’s beliefs correspond to informationit has about the environment, including other
agents. An agent’s goals or desires represent states of affairs (options) that it would choose. In practical
human reasoning, intentions are first class citizens, as they are not reducible to beliefs and desires. They
form a consistent subset of an agent’s goals that it chooses to focus on for the time being. In this way,
they create a screen of admissibility for the agent’s further, possibly long-term, decision process, known
as deliberation.

The paper is devoted to extending the BGI model of agency by assuming that beliefs, goals and
intentions may be graded. We use grades similarly to degreesof beliefs employed in some epistemic
logics studied in [23, 15]. Our notion of grades is inclusion-based. As an analogy, consider the grading
of concepts in natural language, where, e.g., linguistic modifiers like “very”, “slightly”, etc., are used
for that purpose. From the semantical point of view, such modifiers can be understood as operations on
sets. For example, consider a set of fast cars, consisting ofcars with maximum speed exceeding a certain
threshold. Some of the fast cars are very fast, some very fastones are very very fast, and so on. We then
have the following chain of inclusions, whereFC denotes the set of fast cars:

. . . ⊆ veryi(FC) ⊆ . . . ⊆ very(very(FC)) ⊆ very(FC) ⊆ FC.

Of course, such inclusions may reflect other linguistic modifiers as well as constructs reflecting, e.g.,
the strength of beliefs, the importance of goals or degrees of commitment to intentions. It should be
emphasized that we restrict neither the ways of grading BGIsnor the intuitions behind them. Therefore,
the grading may express a number of possible interpretations, varying from subjective to objective ones,
from static to dynamic ones, from rigid to flexible ones, etc.The only requirement is that the considered
gradings can be represented by inclusions.

Such a notion of grading differs from that used in graded modal logics [13, 19], where grades are
obtained by restricting the number of possible worlds accessible from the current world. It also differs
from [1, 2], where a kind of fuzzy calculi are used to model preferences and graded attitudes, as well as
from [5], where doxastic epistemic models, constructed from preference relations for agents, are used to
represent both knowledge and degrees of belief.

The main motivation for this research comes from TEAMLOG [6, 7, 8, 9, 12], a multi-modal for-
malism for specifying cooperating BGI agents and reasoningabout teamwork. Even though TEAMLOG

expresses many subtle aspects of informational and motivational stances of agents, to adjust it better to
the richness of dynamic multi-agent environments, more fine-grained notions are introduced here, lead-
ing to a graded version of that formalism: TEAMLOGK. Therefore, the main contribution of our research
consists in:

• introducing and motivating graded beliefs, graded goals and graded intentions

• extending TEAMLOG to TEAMLOGKwith operators reflecting graded BGIs

• introducingCPDLreg as a logical formalism suitable for expressing complex properties of graded
modalities and reasoning about them

1The BGI model is often called BDI (Beliefs, Desires and Intentions).
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• providing a translation of TEAMLOG and TEAMLOGK into CPDLreg

• developing a sound and complete tableau calculus forCPDLreg which leads to the first EXPTIME

(optimal) tableau decision procedure forCPDLreg and TEAMLOGK. To the best of our knowledge,
these are the first tableau calculus and the first decision procedure forCPDLreg.

The proposed formalism is based onCPDLreg, which extends propositional dynamic logic with con-
verse (CPDL) with “inclusion axioms” characterized by regular languages.CPDLreg is very expressive
but still decidable (EXPTIME-complete). It can then serve as a framework for introducinggraded modal-
ities into logical BGI formalisms. As already indicated, weconcentrate on TEAMLOG, extending it to
a graded version — TEAMLOGK. This move provides a powerful formalism which can be used insuch
complex and diverse applications as multi-agent environments. Thus, it can also be seen as a case study
showing how to approach graded BGIs in formalisms based on logics other than TEAMLOG.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss and motivate graded be-
liefs, goals and intentions. In Section 3, we recall the TEAMLOG formalism. Section 4 is devoted to
TEAMLOGK which allows BGIs to be graded. Then in Section 5 we defineCPDLreg as the techni-
cal framework and continue, in Sections 6 and 7, with translations of TEAMLOG and TEAMLOGK into
CPDLreg. In Section 8, we provide a tableau calculus forCPDLreg. Finally, Section 9 concludes the
paper.

2. Graded Concepts

In natural language, commonly used graded concepts are typically understood as those having different
degrees of intensity. This phenomenon is reflected in many-valued logics, including fuzzy calculi, where
linguistic variables and degrees of truth are first-class citizens. Graded concepts appearing in a given
real-life context have to be adequately reflected in its models. In this paper, we analyze the well-known
paradigm of modeling agency, where mental states of agents are characterized in terms of theirBeliefs,
GoalsandIntentions. Throughout the paper, we will use the following scenario motivating and illustrat-
ing graded concepts. Even in this simple scenario, graded BGIs appear to be a very natural modeling
tool.

Scenario 2.1.Consider a robotR capable ofmovingobjects, which it classifies asmovabledepending
on their weight:

if an object islight then it ismovable. (1)

The robot is assumed to be much more valuable than the objects. Since an attempt to move a too
heavy object may damage either the robot or the object, a natural hierarchy ofR’s goals appears to be:

– do not damage itself

– do not damage the objects moved

– free a particular location by moving the objects to a storage place.
Unfortunately, our robotR is not equipped with sensors for estimating the weight of objects, but there
is another robotS which is capable of classifying their weight, e.g., asnot light, rather light, light
andvery light. This classification is sensitive to particular conditionsof the environment affecting the
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agent’s perceptual capabilities, and hence the agent’s beliefs as to the provided classification may vary
in strength.

When cooperating withS, agentR has to interpret rule (1), and to make an adequate decision whether
to execute or skip themoveaction. ⊓⊔

2.1. Graded Beliefs

LetR be the robot considered in Scenario 2.1. The beliefs ofR as to movability of a given object depend
on the classification provided byS, and are to be deduced via rule (1). Thus,S’s classification gives rise
to graded beliefs as to movability: for example, the considered object may be classified asmovablewith
different strength of belief. Apparently, this can be modeled in a number of ways, but degrees of belief
are present there in one way or another. An approach similar in spirit which allows for comparing the
strength of beliefs is provided in [20] (see also related literature discussed there).

Typical sources of grading beliefs reflect a variety of information sources and their reliability, various
levels of uncertainty caused by perceptual limitations as well as different credibility of applied rules (e.g.,
monotonic versus nonmonotonic).

2.2. Graded Goals

The goals of an agent reflect various aspects of its activity,including, among others, its reactivity, every-
day planning, and social abilities. Natural preferences ofthe agent’s owner lead to prioritizing or grading
agent’s goals. In Scenario 2.1, a natural gradation of goalsstarts with avoiding damage to the robot as the
most important one (reactivity), then avoiding damage to the object moved and, finally, moving objects
– as the least important but still vital goal in the everyday activity of R.

Since beliefs are graded, goals inherit this natural sourceof gradation, as they heavily depend on
beliefs. For example, when an agent actuallyis in danger, which is reflected by its beliefs, it immediately
takes action to save itself. When it assumes that itmight bein danger, it starts to carefully observe
the situation, to be ready for an adequate reaction when necessary. Thus, this simple situation shows
that, depending on the importance of agent’s beliefs, its goals may be of different priority, depending on
specific circumstances. A variety of examples similar in spirit may be shown in real-life situations.

Grades may also reflect different levels of goals’ achievability or beliefs about their achievability.

2.3. Graded Intentions

In many traditional approaches to modeling BGI, intentionsare only required to be consistent with goals,
and are not prioritized. Therefore, in typical applications, intentions inherit the properties of beliefs and
goals. Graded intentions may serve as means for notifying others about agent’s priorities in the current
state of the environment. This is particularly important ina dynamic and unpredictable environment,
where exogenous actions may occur.

Importantly, environment-dependent choices need not be obvious. For example, a less important goal
may be chosen as an intention to be realized, if other agents commit to more important ones or if more
important goals are less feasible.

In Scenario 2.1, goals might be contradictory when objects are too heavy, and an attempt to move
them could damage the robot or/and the object. Thus, the intention to move a given object is equally
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good as the intention to not damage either the robot or the object. As already indicated, this is not the
case in our approach. We may state that, similarly to goals, the intention to move a given object is less
important than the intention not to damage the object, whichin turn is less important than the intention
not to damage the robot.

3. TeamLog in a Nutshell

The BGI agent model comprises individual beliefs, goals, and intentions of agents. However, when
a group of agents need to work together in a planned and coherent way, the individual attitudes of the
agents are not sufficient; the team needs to present a collective attitude over and above the individual ones.
Therefore, when constructing a BGI system, a model of an agent as an individual, autonomous entity [28]
has to be constructed first. Then, a key point is to organize agents’ cooperation in a way enabling the
achievement of their common goal, while preserving, at least partly, their individual autonomy (see [21,
17, 29, 6, 8, 16, 27, 10] for some logical approaches to teamwork).

As a static, descriptive theory of collective motivationalattitudes, TEAMLOG [6, 8, 11, 10] has been
formed on the basis of individual goals, beliefs and intentions of cooperating agents. It addresses the
question what it means for a group of agents to have a collective intention, and then a collective com-
mitment to achieve a common goal. While a collective intention consolidates a group as a strictly coop-
erating team, a collective commitment leads to team action,i.e., to coordinated execution of individual
actions by committed agents according to a plan. A social plan can be either constructed from principles,
or may be chosen from a repository of pre-constructed plans.Taken together, collective intentions and
collective commitments allow for full expression of the potential of strictly cooperative teams [6, 8].
Such bilateral and collective notions cannot be viewed as a sort of sum of individual ones.

TEAMLOG uses a setPROP of propositions(calledatomic formulas) and a finite setA of agents.

Definition 3.1. Formulasof TEAMLOG are defined by the following BNF grammar, withp ∈ PROP ,
a ∈ A andG ⊆ A :2

ϕ ::= ⊤ | ⊥ | p | ¬ϕ | ϕ→ ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ |

BELa(ϕ) | E-BELG(ϕ) | C-BELG(ϕ) | GOALa(ϕ) |

INTa(ϕ) | E-INTG(ϕ) | M-I NTG(ϕ) | C-INTG(ϕ)
⊓⊔

For a ∈ A, let B̂a, Ĝa, Îa be binary predicates corresponding to the accessibility relations between
possible worlds of agenta w.r.t. belief, goal, intention, respectively.

The following definitions adjusts the notion of Kripke models to TEAMLOG.

Definition 3.2. A Kripke modelis a pairM = 〈∆M, ·M〉, where∆M is a set ofpossible worlds(or
states), and·M is an interpretation function that maps each propositionp ∈ PROP to a subsetpM of
∆M, and each predicatêBa (respectively,Ĝa, Îa), for a ∈ A, to a binary relationB̂M

a (respectively,
ĜM
a , ÎMa ) on∆M. ⊓⊔

2For the intuitive meanings of the modalities see Table 1.
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Table 1. The intuitive meaning of TEAMLOG modalities.

Modality Meaning

BELa(ϕ) agenta believes thatϕ holds

E-BELG(ϕ) groupG generally believes thatϕ holds

C-BELG(ϕ) groupG commonly believes thatϕ holds

GOALa(ϕ) agenta has the goal to achieveϕ

INTa(ϕ) agenta intends to achieveϕ

E-INTG(ϕ) groupG generally intends to achieveϕ

M-I NTG(ϕ) groupG mutually intends to achieveϕ

C-INTG(ϕ) groupG collectively intends to achieveϕ

Definition 3.3. Let G ⊆ A and letM be a Kripke model. A worldv of M is GB-reachable(re-
spectively,GI -reachable) from a world u of M if (u, v) ∈ (

⋃

a∈G B̂
M
a )+ (respectively,(u, v) ∈

(
⋃

a∈G Î
M
a )+). ⊓⊔

That is,v isGB-reachable (respectively,GI -reachable) fromu if there is a path with length≥ 1 from
u to v along the accessibility arrows of̂Ba (respectively,̂Ia) that are associated witha ∈ G.

Definition 3.4. LetM be a Kripke model, and letw be a possible world ofM. Thesatisfaction relation
M, w |= ϕ is defined in the usual way for classical connectives, and as follows for modalities:

–M, w |= BELa(ϕ) iff ∀u(B̂M
a (w, u) → M, u |= ϕ)

–M, w |= GOALa(ϕ) iff ∀u(ĜM
a (w, u) → M, u |= ϕ)

–M, w |= INTa(ϕ) iff ∀u(ÎMa (w, u) → M, u |= ϕ)

–M, w |= E-BELG(ϕ) iff ∀a ∈ G(M, w |= BELa(ϕ))

–M, w |= C-BELG(ϕ) iff M, u |= ϕ for all u that areGB-reachable fromw

–M, w |= E-INTG(ϕ) iff ∀a ∈ G(M, w |= INTa(ϕ))

–M, w |= M-I NTG(ϕ) iff M, u |= ϕ for all u that areGI -reachable fromw

–M, w |= C-INTG(ϕ) iff M, w |= M-I NTG(ϕ) ∧ C-BELG(M-I NTG(ϕ)).

A formulaϕ is interpreted in a Kripke modelM as the setϕM of possible worldsw of M such that
M, w |= ϕ. For a setX of formulas, we writeM, w |= X to denote thatM, w |= ϕ for all ϕ ∈ X. ⊓⊔

We are now in position to define TEAMLOG models.

Definition 3.5. A Kripke modelM is a TEAMLOG model if the following conditions hold for every
agenta ∈ A:
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∀x∃y B̂M
a (x, y) (2)

∀x∃y ÎMa (x, y) (3)

∀x∀y∀z((B̂M
a (x, y) ∧ B̂M

a (y, z)) → B̂M
a (x, z)) (4)

∀x∀y, z((B̂M
a (x, y) ∧ B̂M

a (x, z)) → B̂M
a (y, z)) (5)

∀x∀y∀z((B̂M
a (x, y) ∧ ĜM

a (y, z)) → ĜM
a (x, z)) (6)

∀x∀y∀z((B̂M
a (x, y) ∧ ĜM

a (x, z)) → ĜM
a (y, z)) (7)

∀x∀y∀z((B̂M
a (x, y) ∧ ÎMa (y, z)) → ÎMa (x, z)) (8)

∀x∀y∀z((B̂M
a (x, y) ∧ ÎMa (x, z)) → ÎMa (y, z)) (9)

ĜM
a ⊆ ÎMa . (10)

⊓⊔

Conditions (2)-(10) correspond respectively to the following properties which are valid in every TEAM-
LOG model:

– belief consistency:¬BELa(⊥)

– intention consistency:¬INTa(⊥)

– positive introspection for beliefs: BELa(ϕ) → BELa(BELa(ϕ))

– negative introspection for beliefs:¬BELa(ϕ) → BELa(¬BELa(ϕ))

– positive introspection for goals: GOALa(ϕ) → BELa(GOALa(ϕ))

– negative introspection for goals:¬GOALa(ϕ) → BELa(¬GOALa(ϕ))

– positive introspection for intentions: INTa(ϕ) → BELa(INTa(ϕ))

– negative introspection for intentions:¬INTa(ϕ) → BELa(¬INTa(ϕ))

– intention implies goal: INTa(ϕ) → GOALa(ϕ).

Definition 3.6. A setX of formulas is TEAMLOG-satisfiableif there exists a TEAMLOG modelM and
a worldw of M such thatM, w |= X. A formulaϕ is a (local)logical consequence inTEAMLOG of
a setX of formulas if for every TEAMLOG modelM and every worldw of M, if M, w |= X then
M, w |= ϕ. ⊓⊔

Clearly,ϕ is a logical consequence ofX in TEAMLOG of X iff X ∪ {¬ϕ} is TEAMLOG-unsatisfiable.

4. TeamLog with Graded Beliefs, Goals and Intentions

We extend TEAMLOG with modal operators of graded beliefs, graded goals and graded intentions. We
assume that there are the sameK degrees{1, 2, . . . ,K} of beliefs, goals and intentions, with the usual
order between the numbers, where1 expresses the lowest andK the highest degree. The new logic,
called TEAMLOGK, is formally defined below.
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Definition 4.1. Formulas of TEAMLOGK are defined by the following BNF grammar, wherep ∈
PROP , a ∈ A,G ⊆ A andk ∈ {1, . . . ,K} :

ϕ ::= ⊤ | ⊥ | p | ¬ϕ | ϕ→ ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | GOALa,k(ϕ) |

BELa,k(ϕ) | E-BELG,k(ϕ) | C-BELG,k(ϕ) |

INTa,k(ϕ) | E-INTG,k(ϕ) | M-I NTG,k(ϕ)
⊓⊔

We also use the formulas defined below:

BELa(ϕ)
def
≡ BELa,K(ϕ)

C-BELG(ϕ)
def
≡ C-BELG,K(ϕ)

C-INTG,k(ϕ)
def
≡ M-I NTG,k(ϕ) ∧ C-BELG(M-I NTG,k(ϕ)).

The intuitive meanings of the new modalities are given in Table 2.

Table 2. The intuitive meanings of modalities of TEAMLOG.

Modality Meaning

BELa,k(ϕ) agenta believes up to degreek thatϕ holds

E-BELG,k(ϕ) groupG generally believes up to degreek thatϕ holds

C-BELG,k(ϕ) groupG commonly believes up to degreek thatϕ holds

GOALa,k(ϕ) agenta has the goal up to degreek to achieveϕ

INTa,k(ϕ) agenta intends up to degreek to achieveϕ

E-INTG,k(ϕ) groupG generally intends up to degreek to achieveϕ

M-I NTG,k(ϕ) groupG mutually intends up to degreek to achieveϕ

C-INTG,k(ϕ) groupG collectively intends up to degreek to achieveϕ

For TEAMLOGK, instead ofB̂a, Ĝa andÎa we use binary predicateŝBa,k, Ĝa,k andÎa,k, for a ∈ A
and1 ≤ k ≤ K. These predicates are interpreted in a Kripke model as accessibility relations for the
modal operators BELa,k, GOALa,k and INTa,k, respectively.

Definition 4.2. Let G ⊆ A, 1 ≤ k ≤ K, and letM be a Kripke model. A worldv of M is GB,k-
reachable(respectively,GI,k-reachable) from a worldu of M if (u, v) ∈ (

⋃

a∈G B̂
M
a,k)

+ (respectively,

(u, v) ∈ (
⋃

a∈G Î
M
a,k)

+). ⊓⊔

That is,v is GB,k-reachable (respectively,GI,k-reachable) fromu if there is a path of length≥ 1

from u to v along accessibility arrows of̂Ba,k (respectively,̂Ia,k) that are associated with anya ∈ G.

Definition 4.3. Let M be a Kripke model andw be a possible world ofM. Thesatisfaction relation
M, w |= ϕ is defined as usual with the following extra cases:
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M, w |= BELa,k(ϕ) iff ∀u(B̂M
a,k(w, u) → M, u |= ϕ)

M, w |= GOALa,k(ϕ) iff ∀u(ĜM
a,k(w, u) → M, u |= ϕ)

M, w |= INTa,k(ϕ) iff ∀u(ÎMa,k(w, u) → M, u |= ϕ)

M, w |= E-BELG,k(ϕ) iff ∀a ∈ G(M, w |= BELa,k(ϕ))

M, w |= C-BELG,k(ϕ) iff M, u |= ϕ for all u that areGB,k-reachable fromw

M, w |= E-INTG,k(ϕ) iff ∀a ∈ G(M, w |= INTa,k(ϕ))

M, w |= M-I NTG,k(ϕ) iff M, u |= ϕ for all u that areGI,k-reachable fromw.
For a setX of formulas, we writeM, w |= X to denote thatM, w |= ϕ for all ϕ ∈ X. ⊓⊔

Before defining the TEAMLOGKmodels, let us list the properties valid in every TEAMLOGKmodel:

– belief consistency:¬BELa,k(⊥)

– intention consistency:¬INTa,k(⊥)

– belief degrees are ordered: BELa,k(ϕ) → BELa,h(ϕ), for k > h

– goal degrees are ordered: GOALa,k(ϕ) → GOALa,h(ϕ), for k > h

– intention degrees are ordered: INTa,k(ϕ) → INTa,h(ϕ), for k > h

– positive introspection for beliefs: BELa,k(ϕ) → BELa(BELa,k(ϕ))

– negative introspection for beliefs:¬BELa,k(ϕ) → BELa(¬BELa,k(ϕ))

– positive introspection for goals: GOALa,k(ϕ) → BELa(GOALa,k(ϕ))

– negative introspection for goals:¬GOALa,k(ϕ) → BELa(¬GOALa,k(ϕ))

– positive introspection for intentions: INTa,k(ϕ) → BELa(INTa,k(ϕ))

– negative introspection for intentions:¬INTa,k(ϕ) → BELa(¬INTa,k(ϕ))

– intention implies goal: INTa,k(ϕ) → GOALa,1(ϕ).

Remark 4.1. The last condition allows us to specify situations where a weak goal of an agent might give
rise to an intention of a stronger degree. Accepting as axiom:

INTa,k(ϕ) → GOALa,j(ϕ) with j > 1 (11)

one would not be able to express this property. For example, aspecification that the goal is graded up to
degree not greater thanr < j and the intention up to degreek ≥ j would, in presence of (11), be con-
tradictory. Namely, by (11), the property INTa,k(A) implies GOALa,j(A), contradicting the requirement
that the goal has a degree not greater thanr < j. Of course, in a given application one can express such
assumptions, but accepting them as axioms of the logic wouldlead to unwanted restrictions. ⊓⊔

Definition 4.4. A Kripke modelM is called a TEAMLOGKmodelif it satisfies the following conditions
which respectively correspond to the above axioms:

∀x∃y B̂M
a,k(x, y) (12)

∀x∃y ÎMa,k(x, y) (13)
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B̂M
a,h ⊆ B̂M

a,k, for h < k (14)

ĜM
a,h ⊆ ĜM

a,k, for h < k (15)

ÎMa,h ⊆ ÎMa,k, for h < k (16)

∀x∀y∀z((B̂M
a,K(x, y) ∧ B̂M

a,k(y, z)) → B̂M
a,k(x, z)) (17)

∀x∀y∀z((B̂M
a,K(x, y) ∧ B̂M

a,k(x, z)) → B̂M
a,k(y, z)) (18)

∀x∀y∀z((B̂M
a,K(x, y) ∧ ĜM

a,k(y, z)) → ĜM
a,k(x, z)) (19)

∀x∀y∀z((B̂M
a,K(x, y) ∧ ĜM

a,k(x, z)) → ĜM
a,k(y, z)) (20)

∀x∀y∀z((B̂M
a,K(x, y) ∧ ÎMa,k(y, z)) → ÎMa,k(x, z)) (21)

∀x∀y∀z((B̂M
a,K(x, y) ∧ ÎMa,k(x, z)) → ÎMa,k(y, z)) (22)

ĜM
a,1 ⊆ ÎMa,k. (23)

A setX of formulas is TEAMLOGK-satisfiableif there exists a TEAMLOGK modelM and a worldw of
M such thatM, w |= X. ⊓⊔

The following example explains the use of the introduced operators.

Example 4.1. (Scenario 2.1 continued)
Assume thatK = 3, i.e., we have three degrees{1, 2, 3}, reflecting graded beliefs about the weight
of objects. Here BELR,klight stands forR’s belief up to degreek that light holds for a given object.
For example, BELR,1light means thatR believes to the degree1 that a given object is light, intuitively
meaning thatR’s belief is very weak, as1 is the smallest possible degree of belief, while BELR,3light
expresses the strongest possible belief ofR that the object is light.

R’s beliefs about the weight of objects are based onS’s beliefs which can be expressed by:

BELR,klight ≡ BELS,klight, where1 ≤ k ≤ 3. (24)

Rule (1) can now be represented as:

BELR,klight → BELR,kmovable, where1 ≤ k ≤ 3. (25)

Other application-dependent representations are also possible, e.g., one could use (25) fork = 1, together
with:

BELR,klight → BELR,k−1movable, for k ∈ {2, 3}.

As to goals, some of them are more important than others, so itmight make sense to accept the following
rules for each1 ≤ k ≤ 3 , wheredamageR (respectively,damageO) indicates the risk of damaging
robot (respectively, object):

BELR,kmovable→ GOALR,kmove (26)

BELR,kdamageR → GOALR,3¬move (27)

BELR,kdamageO → GOALR,2¬move. (28)
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Exemplary rules for intentions could be:

(GOALR,3¬move ∨ GOALR,2¬move) → INTR,3¬move

(¬GOALR,3¬move ∧ ¬GOALR,2¬move ∧ GOALR,1move) → INTR,1move.

Observe also that goal and intention degrees are ordered so we have, e.g., the following properties for
free, wherek > h :

GOALR,k¬move→ GOALR,h¬move

INTR,k¬move→ INTR,h¬move.

Also, by consistency of intentions we have:3

INTR,k¬move→ ¬INTR,kmove.

When supplied with degrees, the decisions made byR and possibly communicated to other robot, are
more informative than in the traditional non-graded setting. ⊓⊔

5. Converse-PDL with Regular Inclusion Axioms

In this section we introduce the modal logicCPDLreg which is a combination of CPDL (propositional
dynamic logic with converse [18, 3, 24]) and regular grammarlogics with converse [4, 25].

Let Σ+
0 be a finite set of symbols. Forσ ∈ Σ+

0 , we useσ− to denote a fresh symbol, called the
converseof σ. We use notationΣ−

0 = {σ− | σ ∈ Σ+
0 } and assume thatΣ−

0 ∩ Σ+
0 = ∅. If ̺ = σ− ∈ Σ−

0 ,

then̺−
def
= σ. By analphabet with conversewe understandΣ0 = Σ+

0 ∪ Σ−
0 .

Definition 5.1. A context-free semi-Thue systemS over Σ0 is a set of context-free production rules
over alphabetΣ0. We say thatS is symmetricif, for every ruleσ → ̺1 . . . ̺k of S, the dual rule
σ− → ̺−k . . . ̺

−
1 also belongs toS. A context-free semi-Thue systemS over Σ0 is called aregular

semi-Thue systemS overΣ0 if, for everyσ ∈ Σ0, the set of words derivable fromσ using the system is
a regular language overΣ0. ⊓⊔

A semi-Thue system is similar to a grammar, but there is neither a designated start symbol, nor a
distinction between terminal and non-terminal symbols. Weassume that forσ ∈ Σ0, the wordσ is
derivable fromσ by using such a system. Similarly as in [4], we assume that anyregular semi-Thue
systemS is given together with a mappingA that associates eachσ ∈ Σ0 with a finite automatonAσ

recognizing words derivable fromσ usingS. We callA themapping specifying the finite automata ofS.
Note that it is undecidable whether a context-free semi-Thue system is regular since it is undecidable
whether the language generated by a linear grammar is regular [22].

Recall that afinite automatonA over alphabetΣ0 is a tuple〈Σ0, Q, I, δ, F 〉, whereQ is a finite set
of states,I ⊆ Q is the set of initial states,δ ⊆ Q× Σ0 ×Q is the transition relation, andF ⊆ Q is the
set of accepting states. Arun of A on a word̺1 . . . ̺k is a finite sequence of statesq0, q1, . . . , qk such

3From the axiom¬INTa,k(⊥) we can easily deduce that INTa,k(ϕ) → ¬INTa,k(¬ϕ).
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thatq0 ∈ I andδ(qi−1, ̺i, qi) holds for every1 ≤ i ≤ k. It is anaccepting runif qk ∈ F . We say thatA
acceptsa wordw if there exists an accepting run ofA onw.

We usePROP to denote the set ofpropositions(i.e., atomic formulas) and use letters likep to
denote its elements. We call elements ofΣ+

0 atomic programs, and elements ofΣ0 simple programs. We
denote simple programs by letters likeσ and̺.

Definition 5.2. Formulasandprogramsin the base languageof CPDLreg are defined respectively by
the following BNF grammar rules:

ϕ ::=⊤ | ⊥ | p | ¬ϕ | ϕ→ ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | 〈α〉ϕ | [α]ϕ

α ::=σ | α;α | α ∪ α | α∗ | α− | ϕ? ⊓⊔

We use letters likeα, β to denote programs, andϕ, ψ, ξ to denote formulas.

Definition 5.3. A Kripke modelfor CPDLreg is a pairM = 〈∆M, ·M〉, where∆M is a set ofstates,
and·M is an interpretation function that maps each propositionp to a subsetpM of ∆M, and each atomic
programσ ∈ Σ+

0 to a binary relationσM on ∆M. The interpretation function is extended to interpret
complex formulas and complex programs as shown in Table 3. ⊓⊔

Table 3. The interpretation function for complex formulas and complex programs.

⊤M = ∆M, ⊥M = ∅

(¬ϕ)M = ∆M \ ϕM, (ϕ → ψ)M = (¬ϕ ∨ ψ)M

(ϕ ∧ ψ)M = ϕM ∩ ψM, (ϕ ∨ ψ)M = ϕM ∪ ψM

(〈α〉ϕ)M = {x ∈ ∆M | ∃y(αM(x, y) ∧ ϕM(y))}

([α]ϕ)M = {x ∈ ∆M | ∀y(αM(x, y) → ϕM(y))}

(α;β)M = {(x, y) | ∃z(αM(x, z) ∧ βM(z, y) )}

(α ∪ β)M = αM ∪ βM, (α∗)M = (αM)∗

(α−)M = (αM)−1 = {(y, x) | (x, y) ∈ αM}

(ϕ?)M = {(x, x) | ϕM(x)}.

Remark 5.1. Note that((σ−)
−
)M = σM is compatible with the assumption that̺ = σ− ∈ Σ−

0 implies
̺− = σ. ⊓⊔

Definition 5.4. We writeM, w |= ϕ to denotew ∈ ϕM. For a setX of formulas, we writeM, w |= X
to denote thatM, w |= ϕ for all ϕ ∈ X. If M, w |= ϕ (respectively,M, w |= X), then we say thatM
satisfiesϕ (respectively,X) at w, and thatϕ (respectively,X) is satisfied atw in M. We say thatM
validatesX (andX is valid inM) if M, w |= X for all w ∈ ∆M. ⊓⊔
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Given two binary relationsR1 andR2 over∆M, their relational composition is the binary relation

over∆M specified by:R1 ◦R2
def
= {(x, y) | ∃z ∈W (R1(x, z) ∧R2(z, y))}.

Definition 5.5. Let S be a symmetric regular semi-Thue system overΣ0. TheCPDLreg logic corre-
sponding toS, denoted by CPDL(S), is characterized by the class of admissible Kripke modelsM such
that, for every ruleσ → ̺1 . . . ̺k of S, ̺M1 ◦ · · · ◦ ̺Mk ⊆ σM. Such a structure is called anL-model, for
L = CPDL(S). ⊓⊔

Definition 5.6. Let L be aCPDLreg logic andX, Γ be finite sets of formulas. We say thatX is L-
satisfiablew.r.t. the setΓ of global assumptions if there exists anL-model that validatesΓ and satisfies
X at some state. ⊓⊔

6. Translating TeamLog into CPDLreg

Semantical constraints are frequently expressed by set-theoretical inclusions/equalities involving acces-
sibility relations and/or their compositions. The generaltranslation method we propose depends on
expressing such constraints by grammar rules. Since the converse operator is often necessary, “dual
rules” for inclusions involving converses of relations also need to be introduced.

Let us first start with showing how to translate “pure” TEAMLOG into CPDLreg. This way we obtain
a new reasoning procedure for TEAMLOG, based on tableaux provided forCPDLreg in Section 8. The
translation provided below also illustrates the use of the proposed methodology considering first the case
which is simpler than TEAMLOGK discussed in Section 7, but still uses grammar-based approach.

Let Σ+
0 = {B̂a, Ĝa, Îa | a ∈ A} and letα+ denote(α;α∗). Given a TEAMLOG formulaϕ, letπ(ϕ)

be theCPDLreg formula defined as follows:

– π(BELa(ψ)) = [B̂a]π(ψ)

– π(GOALa(ψ)) = [Ĝa]π(ψ)

– π(INTa(ψ)) = [Îa]π(ψ)

– π(E-BEL{a1,...,an}(ψ)) = [B̂a1 ∪ · · · ∪ B̂an ]π(ψ)

– π(C-BEL{a1,...,an}(ψ)) = [(B̂a1 ∪ · · · ∪ B̂an)+]π(ψ)

– π(E-INT{a1,...,an}(ψ)) = [Îa1 ∪ · · · ∪ Îan ]π(ψ)

– π(M-I NT{a1,...,an}(ψ)) = [(Îa1 ∪ · · · ∪ Îan)+]π(ψ)

– π(C-INTG(ψ)) = π(M-I NTG(ψ)) ∧ π(C-BELG(M-I NTG(ψ)))

– and as usual for the cases involving classical connectives, for example,π(¬ψ) = ¬π(ψ),

π(ψ ∧ ξ) = π(ψ) ∧ π(ξ), etc.

For a setX of formulas, we setπ(X)
def
= {π(ϕ) | ϕ ∈ X}.

We have that:

• conditions (2) and (3) can be characterized by global assumptions 〈B̂a〉⊤, 〈Îa〉⊤
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Table 4. Semi-Thue rules for conditions (4)–(10).

B̂a → B̂aB̂a B̂−
a → B̂−

a B̂
−
a

B̂a → B̂−
a B̂a B̂−

a → B̂−
a B̂a

Ĝa → B̂aĜa Ĝ−
a → Ĝ−

a B̂
−
a

Ĝa → B̂−
a Ĝa Ĝ−

a → Ĝ−
a B̂a

Îa → B̂aÎa Î−a → Î−a B̂
−
a

Îa → B̂−
a Îa Î−a → Î−a B̂a

Îa → Ĝa Î−a → Ĝ−
a

• conditions (4)–(10) correspond respectively to the semi-Thue system rules listed in the fist column
of Table 4, while the second column consists of respective dual rules.

Let STeamLogbe the symmetric semi-Thue system consisting of rules givenin Table 4. It can be seen
thatSTeamLogis a symmetric regular semi-Thue system. The sets of words derivable fromB̂a, Ĝa, Îa are
characterized, respectively, by

(B̂a ∪ B̂
−
a )∗; B̂a

(B̂a ∪ B̂
−
a )∗; Ĝa

(B̂a ∪ B̂
−
a )∗; (Îa ∪ Ĝa).

Proposition 6.1. A setX of formulas of TEAMLOG is TEAMLOG-satisfiable iffπ(X) is L-satisfiable
w.r.t. the set{〈B̂a〉⊤, 〈Îa〉⊤ | a ∈ A} of global assumptions, whereL is theCPDLreg logic correspond-
ing toSTeamLog, with Σ+

0 = {B̂a, Ĝa, Îa | a ∈ A}.

Proof:
Every TEAMLOG modelM is anL-model that validates{〈B̂a〉⊤, 〈Îa〉⊤ | a ∈ A}, and vice versa. It is
easy to see thatM satisfiesX atw (i.e.M, w |= X) iff M satisfiesπ(X) atw. ⊓⊔

7. From TeamLogK to CPDLreg

Let Σ+
0 = {B̂a,k, Ĝa,k, Îa,k | a ∈ A and1 ≤ k ≤ K}. Given a TEAMLOGK formulaϕ, let π(ϕ) be the

CPDLreg formula defined as follows, whereG = {a1, . . . , an}:

– π(BELa,k(ψ)) = [B̂a,k]π(ψ)

– π(GOALa,k(ψ)) = [Ĝa,k]π(ψ)

– π(INTa,k(ψ)) = [Îa,k]π(ψ)

– π(E-BELG,k(ψ)) = [B̂a1,k ∪ · · · ∪ B̂an,k]π(ψ)

– π(C-BELG,k(ψ)) = [(B̂a1,k ∪ · · · ∪ B̂an,k)
+]π(ψ)

– π(E-INTG,k(ψ)) = [Îa1,k ∪ · · · ∪ Îan,k]π(ψ)

– π(M-I NTG,k(ψ)) = [(Îa1,k ∪ · · · ∪ Îan,k)
+]π(ψ)

– and as usual for the other cases.
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As before, for a setX of formulas, we setπ(X)
def
= {π(ϕ) | ϕ ∈ X}.

Conditions (12) and (13) can be characterized by global assumptions〈B̂a,k〉⊤ and〈Îa,k〉⊤, while
(14)-(23) correspond to semi-Thue system rules provided inTable 5.

Table 5. Semi-Thue rules for conditions (14)-(23),
where1 ≤ h < k ≤ K for the first three rules, and1 ≤ k ≤ K for the remaining ones.

B̂a,k → B̂a,h Ĝa,k → B̂a,KĜa,k

Ĝa,k → Ĝa,h Ĝa,k → B̂−
a,KĜa,k

Îa,k → Îa,h Îa,k → B̂a,K Îa,k

B̂a,k → B̂a,KB̂a,k Îa,k → B̂−
a,K Îa,k

B̂a,k → B̂−
a,KB̂a,k Îa,k → Ĝa,1

Let T be the symmetric semi-Thue system consisting of rules givenin Table 5 and their dual rules
specified in Table 6.

Table 6. Semi-Thue rules dual to rules given in Table 5,
where1 ≤ h < k ≤ K for the first three rules, and1 ≤ k ≤ K for the remaining ones.

B̂−
a,k → B̂−

a,h Ĝ−
a,k → Ĝ−

a,kB̂
−
a,K

Ĝ−
a,k → Ĝ−

a,h Ĝ−
a,k → Ĝ−

a,kB̂a,K

Î−a,k → Î−a,h Î−a,k → Î−a,kB̂
−
a,K

B̂−
a,k → B̂−

a,kB̂
−
a,K Î−a,k → Î−a,kB̂a,K

B̂−
a,k → B̂−

a,kB̂a,K Î−a,k → Ĝ−
a,1,

It can be seen thatT is a symmetric regular semi-Thue system. The sets of words derivable from
B̂a,k, Ĝa,k, Îa,k are characterized, respectively, by

– (B̂a,1 ∪ . . . ∪ B̂a,K ∪ B̂−
a,1 ∪ . . . ∪ B̂

−
a,K)∗; (B̂a,1 ∪ . . . ∪ B̂a,k)

– (B̂a,1 ∪ . . . ∪ B̂a,K ∪ B̂−
a,1 ∪ . . . ∪ B̂

−
a,K)∗; (Ĝa,1 ∪ . . . ∪ Ĝa,k)

– (B̂a,1 ∪ . . . ∪ B̂a,K ∪ B̂−
a,1 ∪ . . . ∪ B̂

−
a,K)∗; (Îa,1 ∪ . . . ∪ Îa,k ∪ Ĝa,1).

Proposition 7.1. A setX of formulas of TEAMLOGK is TEAMLOGK-satisfiable iffπ(X) isL-satisfiable
w.r.t. the set{〈B̂a,1〉⊤, 〈Îa,1〉⊤ | a ∈ A} of global assumptions, whereL is theCPDLreg logic corre-
sponding toT , with Σ+

0 = {B̂a,k, Ĝa,k, Îa,k | a ∈ A, 1 ≤ k ≤ K}.

Proof:
Every TEAMLOGKmodelM is anL-model that validates{〈B̂a,1〉⊤, 〈Îa,1〉⊤ | a ∈ A}, and vice versa.
It is easy to see thatM satisfiesX atw (i.e.M, w |= X) iff M satisfiesπ(X) atw. ⊓⊔
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8. Tableau Calculus for CPDLreg

In this section we develop a sound and complete tableau calculus for the satisfiability problem in
CPDLreg, leading to an EXPTIME (optimal) tableau decision procedure forCPDLreg. To the best of
our knowledge, these are the first tableau calculus and the first decision procedure forCPDLreg. The
techniques are similar to those of [25, 24]. Other related works are [3] (on CPDL) and [4] (on regular
grammar logics with converse).

In the sequel, letS be a symmetric regular semi-Thue system overΣ0, A be the mapping specifying
the finite automata ofS, andL be theCPDLreg logic corresponding toS.

Definition 8.1. A formula or a program is innegation-and-converse normal form(NCNF) if it does not
use the connective→, uses the operator¬ only immediately before propositions, and uses the converse
program constructor− only for atomic programs. ⊓⊔

We have the following proposition.

Proposition 8.1. Every formulaϕ (respectively, programα) can be transformed to a formulaϕ′ (respec-
tively, a programα′) in NCNF that is equivalent toϕ (respectively,α), i.e., for every Kripke modelM,
ϕM = (ϕ′)M (respectively,αM = (α′)M).

Proof:
Transform the considered formula (respectively, program)by recursively replacing subformulas and sub-
programs according to Table 7. It is easy to see that this transformation satisfies the stated requirements.

⊓⊔

Table 7. Rules for transforming formulas into NCNF.

subformula ψ → ξ ¬⊤ ¬⊥ ¬¬ψ ¬(ψ ∧ ξ) ¬(ψ ∨ ξ) ¬〈β〉ψ ¬[β]ψ

replacement ¬ψ ∨ ξ ⊥ ⊤ ψ ¬ψ ∨ ¬ξ ¬ψ ∧ ¬ξ [β]¬ψ 〈β〉¬ψ

program (β; γ)− (β ∪ γ)− (β∗)− (β−)
−

(ψ?)−

replacement (γ−;β−) β− ∪ γ− (β−)∗ β (ψ?)

Example 8.1. The NCNF of formula¬[((σ1 ∪ σ2);σ
∗
3 ; (¬¬p)?)

−](q ∨ ¬r) is:
〈p?; (σ3

−)∗; (σ1
− ∪ σ2

−)〉(¬q ∧ r). ⊓⊔

In this paper we assume that formulas and programs are represented in NCNF and writeϕ to denote the
NCNF of¬ϕ.

Definition 8.2. ThealphabetΣ(α) of a programα and theregular languageL(α) generated byα are
specified as follows:4

4Note thatΣ(α) contains not only simple programs but also expressions of the form (ϕ?) and a programα is a regular
expression over its alphabetΣ(α).
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Σ(σ) = Σ0 L(σ) = {σ}

Σ(ϕ?) = {ϕ?} L(ϕ?) = {ϕ?}

Σ(β; γ) = Σ(β) ∪ Σ(γ) L(β; γ) = L(β).L(γ)

Σ(β ∪ γ) = Σ(β) ∪ Σ(γ) L(β ∪ γ) = L(β) ∪ L(γ)

Σ(β∗) = Σ(β) L(β∗) = (L(β))∗,

where for sets of wordsM andN , M.N
def
= {αβ | α ∈ M,β ∈ N} andM∗ def

=
⋃

n≥0M
n assuming

that:

Mn def
=

{

{ε} for n = 0 andε denoting the empty word

M.Mn−1 for n > 0.
⊓⊔

Definition 8.3. For each programα, letAα be a finite automaton recognizing the regular languageL(α).
For each programα /∈ Σ0, let Aα be a finite automaton recognizing the languageL(α′), whereα′ is
obtained fromα by substituting eachσ ∈ Σ0 not in tests by a regular expression representing the
languageL(Aσ). ⊓⊔

We can assume thatAα is constructed fromα in linear time, andAα is constructed in polynomial
time in the length ofα and the sizes of the automata(Aσ)σ∈Σ0

. Roughly speaking,Aα can be obtained
from Aα by simultaneously substituting each transition(q1, σ, q2) by the automatonAσ.

From now on, we use letters likeω to denote either a simple program fromΣ0 or a test (of the
form ϕ?). A word ω1 . . . ωk ∈ L(α) can be treated as the program(ω1; . . . ;ωk), especially when it is
interpreted in a Kripke model. As a finite automatonA over alphabetL(α) corresponds to a program
(the regular expression representing the same language), it is interpreted in a Kripke model as follows:

AM = {(x, y) ∈ ∆M × ∆M | (x, y) ∈ γM for someγ ∈ L(A)}. (29)

Let X andΓ be finite sets of formulas in the base language, represented in NCNF. For the tableau
calculus defined here, to checkL-satisfiability ofX w.r.t. the setΓ of global assumptions, we extend the
base language with auxiliary modal operators2σ, [A, q] and〈A, q〉, where:

– σ ∈ Σ0

– q is a state ofA

–A is eitherAα or Aα for some programα occurring inX or Γ in the form[α]ϕ or 〈α〉ϕ.
[A, q] and〈A, q〉 respectively stand for[(A, q)] and〈(A, q)〉, where(A, q) is the automaton that differs
fromA only in thatq is its only initial state. We call[A, q] (respectively,〈A, q〉) auniversal(respectively,
existential) automaton-modal operator.

Definition 8.4. The extended languageallows additionally formulas formed according to the clause:
if ϕ is a formula, then2σϕ, [A, q]ϕ and〈A, q〉ϕ are also formulas. ⊓⊔

Definition 8.5. A formula 2σϕ has the same semantics as[σ]ϕ, i.e. (2σϕ)M = ([σ]ϕ)M. The seman-
tics of formulas[A, q]ϕ and〈A, q〉ϕ are defined as usual, treating(A, q) as a program with semantics
specified by (29). ⊓⊔
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Despite that2σϕ has the same semantics as[σ]ϕ, the operator2σ behaves differently from[σ] in our
calculus. Given a Kripke modelM and a statew ∈ ∆M, we have thatw ∈ ([A, q]ϕ)M (respectively,
w ∈ (〈A, q〉ϕ)M) iff wk ∈ ϕM for all (respectively, some)wk ∈ ∆M such that there exist a word
ω1 . . . ωk (with k ≥ 0) accepted by(A, q), and statesw0 = w, w1, . . . ,wk of M such that, for each
1 ≤ i ≤ k, if ωi ∈ Σ0 then (wi−1, wi) ∈ ωM

i , elseωi = (ψi?) for someψi andwi−1 = wi and
wi ∈ ψ

M
i . Clearly,〈A, q〉 is dual to[A, q] in the sense that〈A, q〉ϕ ≡ ¬[A, q]¬ϕ for any formulaϕ.

In what follows we use the following convention:

• given a finite automatonA, we always assume thatA = 〈ΣA, QA, IA, δA, FA〉

• for q ∈ QA, we setδA(q) = {(ω, q′) | (q, ω, q′) ∈ δA}.

Definition 8.6. For a setY of formulas, bybsf(Y ) we denote the set of all formulasϕ andϕ of the
base language such that eitherϕ ∈ Y or ϕ is a subformula of some formula ofY . TheclosureclL(Y ) is
defined to be the union ofbsf(Y ) and the following two sets:

• {[Aα, q]ϕ, 2ω[Aα, q]ϕ | [α]ϕ ∈ bsf(Y ), q ∈ QAα andω ∈ ΣAα}

• {〈A, q〉ϕ, 2ω〈A, q〉ϕ, 〈ω〉〈A, q〉ϕ | A is of the formAα or Aα for someα occurring inbsf(Y ) in
the form[α]ϕ or 〈α〉ϕ, andq ∈ QA andω ∈ ΣA}. ⊓⊔

We will define tableaux as “and-or” graphs. Thecontentsof a nodev of an “and-or” graph is a data
structure consisting of two setslabel(v) andrfs(v) of formulas, wherelabel(v) is called thelabel of v.
The setrfs(v) will be described later.

Our calculusCL for theCPDLreg logic L is specified as a finite set of tableau rules which are used
to expand nodes of “and-or” graphs. Atableau ruleis specified with the following information:

• the type of the rule (an“and”-rule or an“or”-rule )

• the conditions for applicability of the rule (if any)

• the priority of the rule

• the number of successors of a node resulting from applying the rule to it, and the way to compute
their contents.

Tableau rules are written downwards, with a set of formulas above the line as thepremiserepresenting
the label of the node to which the rule is applied, and a numberof sets of formulas below the line as the
(possible) conclusionsrepresenting the labels of the successor nodes resulting from the application of
the rule. Possible conclusions of an “or”-rule are separated by |, while conclusions of an “and”-rule are
separated by&. If a rule is a unary rule (i.e. a rule with only one possible conclusion) or an “and”-
rule then its conclusions are “firm” and we ignore the word “possible”. An “or”-rule has the meaning
that, if the premise isL-satisfiable w.r.t.Γ then some of the possible conclusions are alsoL-satisfiable
w.r.t. Γ. On the other hand, an “and”-rule has the meaning that, if thepremise isL-satisfiable w.r.t.Γ
then all of the conclusions are alsoL-satisfiable w.r.t.Γ (possibly in different states of the model under
construction). Note that, apart from the labels, there are also setsrfs( ) to be specified for the successor
nodes.

We useY to denote a set of formulas, writeY,ϕ for Y ∪ {ϕ}, and writeY,Γ for Y ∪ Γ.
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(⊥0)
Y,⊥

⊥
(⊥)

Y, p,¬p

⊥
(∧)

Y, ϕ ∧ ψ

Y, ϕ, ψ
(∨)

Y, ϕ ∨ ψ

Y, ϕ | Y, ψ

if IAα
= {q1, . . . , qk} : if α /∈ Σ0, α is not a test andIAα

= {q1, . . . , qk} :

(aut2)
Y, [α]ϕ

Y, [Aα, q1]ϕ, . . . , [Aα, qk]ϕ
(aut3)

Y, 〈α〉ϕ

Y, 〈Aα, q1〉ϕ | . . . | Y, 〈Aα, qk〉ϕ

if δA(q) = {(ω1, q1), . . . , (ωk, qk)} andq /∈ FA : if δA(q) = {(ω1, q1), . . . , (ωk, qk)} andq ∈ FA :

([A])
Y, [A, q]ϕ

Y,2ω1
[A, q1]ϕ, . . . ,2ωk

[A, qk]ϕ
([A]f )

Y, [A, q]ϕ

Y,2ω1
[A, q1]ϕ, . . . ,2ωk

[A, qk]ϕ,ϕ

(〈A〉)
Y, 〈A, q〉ϕ

Y, 〈ω1〉〈A, q1〉ϕ | . . . | Y, 〈ωk〉〈A, qk〉ϕ
(〈A〉f )

Y, 〈A, q〉ϕ

Y, 〈ω1〉〈A, q1〉ϕ | . . . | Y, 〈ωk〉〈A, qk〉ϕ | Y, ϕ

(2?)
Y,2(ψ?)ϕ

Y, ψ | Y, ϕ
(3?)

Y, 〈ψ?〉ϕ

Y, ψ, ϕ

(cut)
Y

Y, [A, q]ϕ | Y,2σ〈A, q′〉ϕ
if











Y contains neither[A, q]ϕ nor2σ〈A, q′〉ϕ but 〈σ〉ψ for someψ,

[A, q′]ϕ ∈ clL(Y ∪ Γ), (q′, σ−, q) ∈ δA, and[A, q]ϕ /∈ rfs(v),

wherev is the current node to which the rule is applied

(trans)
Y, 〈σ1〉ϕ1, . . . , 〈σk〉ϕk

Y1, ϕ1,Γ & . . . & Yk, ϕk,Γ
if

{

Y contains no formulas of the form〈σ〉ϕ,

Yi = {ψ : 2σi
ψ ∈ Y } for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k

Figure 1. Rules of the tableau calculusCL for aCPDLreg logicL.

Definition 8.7. Tableau calculusCL for the CPDLreg logic L w.r.t. the setΓ of global assumptions is
defined by the set of the tableau rules given in Figure 1. The rule (trans) is the only “and”-rule and the
only transitional rule. The other rules ofCL are “or”-rules which are also calledstatic rules. For any
rule of CL except(cut), the distinguished formulas of the premise are called theprincipal formulasof
the rule. The(cut) rule does not have principal formulas. ⊓⊔

We assume that, for each rule ofCL, the principal formulas are not members of the setY which
appears in the premise of the rule. The intuition of the static/transitional division is that the static rules
keep us in the same state of the model under construction, while each conclusion of the transitional rule
takes us to a new state. Instantiating the transitional rule, for example, to the set{〈σ〉p, 〈σ〉q,2σr} as
the premise andΓ = {s}, we get two conclusions:{p, r, s} and{q, r, s}.
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We assume that any one of the rules(∧), (∨), (aut2), (aut3), ([A]), ([A]f ), (2?) is applicable to
a nodev only when the principal formula does not belong torfs(v).

Applying a static rule different from(⊥0) and(⊥) to a nodev, for any successor nodew of v, let
rfs(w) be the set that extendsrfs(v) with the principal formula of the applied rule. Applying anyother
rule to a nodev, for any successor nodew of v, let rfs(w) = ∅. Therefore,rfs(w) is called theset of
formulas that have been reduced by a static rule after the last application of the transitional rule.

Observe that, by usingrfs( ) and the restriction on applicability of the rules(∧), (∨), (aut2), (aut3),
([A]), ([A]f ), (2?) and(cut), in a sequence of applications of static rules a formula of the formϕ ∧ ψ,
ϕ ∨ ψ, [α]ϕ, 〈α〉ϕ, [A, q]ϕ or 2(ψ?)ϕ may be reduced (as a principal formula) at most once. We do not
adopt the restriction for the rules(〈A〉), (〈A〉f ) and(3?) because we will require formulas of the form
〈A, q〉ϕ to be “realized” (in a finite number of steps).

We assume the following preferences for the rules ofCL: the rules(⊥0) and(⊥) have the highest
priority; unary static rules have a higher priority than non-unary static rules; all the static rules have
a higher priority than the transitional rule(trans).

Definition 8.8. An “and-or” graph for (X,Γ) w.r.t. CL, also called aCL-tableau for(X,Γ), is an “and-
or” graph defined as follows:

• the initial nodeν of the graph, called theroot of the graph, is specified bylabel (ν) = X ∪ Γ and
rfs(ν) = ∅

• for every nodev of the graph, if a tableau rule ofCL is applicable to the label ofv in the sense
that an instance of the rule haslabel (v) as the premise andZ1, . . . ,Zk as the possible conclusions,
then choose such a rule accordingly to the preferences5 and apply it tov to createk successors
w1, . . . , wk of v with label(wi) = Zi for 1 ≤ i ≤ k

• if the graph already contains a nodew′
i with the same contents aswi then instead of creating a new

nodewi as a successor ofv we just connectv tow′
i and assumewi = w′

i

• if the applied rule is(trans) then welabel the edge(v,wi) by the principal formula corresponding
to the successorwi

• if the rule expandingv is an “or”-rule thenv is an“or”-node , elsev is an“and”-node. If no rule
is applicable tov thenv is anend nodeas well as an “and”-node. ⊓⊔

Note that each node of the graph is “expanded” only once (using one rule), the graph is constructed
usingglobal caching[26, 14, 25, 24] and the contents of its nodes are unique, and the setslabel(v) and
rfs(v) of each nodev consist of formulas fromclL(X ∪ Γ).

Notice the restrictions on applicability of the rule(cut). Observe that ifX and Γ do not con-
tain the converse constructor and, for every ruleσ → ̺1 . . . ̺k of S, either{σ, ̺1, . . . , ̺k} ⊆ Σ+

0 or
{σ, ̺1, . . . , ̺k} ⊆ Σ−

0 , then the rule(cut) is not used for the construction of any “and-or” graph for
(X,Γ).

5If there are several applicable rules with the same priority, choose any one of them.
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Definition 8.9. A markingof an “and-or” graphG is a subgraphG′ of G such that:

• the root ofG is the root ofG′

• if v is a node ofG′ and is an “or”-node ofG then at least one edge(v,w) of G is an edge ofG′

• if v is a node ofG′ and is an “and”-node ofG then every edge(v,w) of G is an edge ofG′

• if (v,w) is an edge ofG′ thenv andw are nodes ofG′. ⊓⊔

Definition 8.10. LetG be an “and-or” graph for(X,Γ) w.r.t. CL, G′ be a marking ofG, v be a node of
G′, and〈A, q〉ϕ be a formula oflabel(v). A traceof 〈A, q〉ϕ inG′ starting fromv is a sequence(v0, ϕ0),
. . . ,(vk, ϕk) such that:

• v0 = v andϕ0 = 〈A, q〉ϕ

• for every1 ≤ i ≤ k, (vi−1, vi) is an edge ofG′

• for every1 ≤ i ≤ k, ϕi is a formula oflabel (vi) such that:

– if ϕi−1 is not a principal formula of the tableau rule expandingvi−1 then the rule must be
a static rule andϕi = ϕi−1

– else if the rule is(〈A〉) or (〈A〉f ) thenϕi−1 is of the form〈A, q′〉ϕ andϕi is the formula
obtained fromϕi−1

– else if the rule is(3?) thenϕi−1 is of the form〈ψ?〉〈A, q′〉ϕ andϕi = 〈A, q′〉ϕ

– else the rule is(trans),ϕi−1 is of the form〈σ〉〈A, q′〉ϕ and is the label of the edge(vi−1, vi)
andϕi = 〈A, q′〉ϕ.

A trace(v0, ϕ0), . . . ,(vk, ϕk) of 〈A, q〉ϕ in markingG′ is called a3-realization inG′ for 〈A, q〉ϕ at v0
if ϕk = ϕ. ⊓⊔

Definition 8.11. A markingG′ of an “and-or” graphG is consistentif:

• local consistency:G′ does not contain any node with label{⊥}

• global consistency:for every nodev of G′, every formula of the form〈A, q〉ϕ of label(v) has
a3-realization (starting fromv) in G′. ⊓⊔

Theorem 8.1. Let S be a symmetric regular semi-Thue system overΣ, A be the mapping specifying
the finite automata ofS, andL be theCPDLreg logic corresponding toS. LetX andΓ be finite sets
of formulas in NCNF of the base language, andG be an “and-or” graph for(X,Γ) w.r.t. CL. ThenX is
L-satisfiable w.r.t. the setΓ of global assumptions iffG has a consistent marking. ⊓⊔

This theorem can be proved in a similar way as done in [25, 24] for regular grammar logics with
converse and CPDL. Using this theorem and the method given in[25, 24], we obtain the first EXPTIME

(optimal) tableau decision procedure for deciding the satisfiability problem ofCPDLreg logics, to which
various optimization techniques can be applied. As a consequence, we have the following theorem.
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Theorem 8.2. The satisfiability problem ofCPDLreg logics is EXPTIME-complete. ⊓⊔

Corollary 8.1. The satisfiability problem of TEAMLOGK is EXPTIME-complete.

Proof:
As the satisfiability problem in TEAMLOGK can be reduced to the satisfiability problem inCPDLreg

using the translationπ (Proposition 7.1) and this translation can be done in polynomial time, by The-
orem 8.2, the satisfiability problem of TEAMLOGK is in EXPTIME. It is EXPTIME-hard because the
satisfiability problem of TEAMLOG is EXPTIME-complete [11]. ⊓⊔

9. Conclusions

In this paper we have proposed framework for introducing grades to BGI formalisms. We have studied
TEAMLOGK, where beliefs, goals and intentions can be graded. We have shown that TEAMLOGK allows
one to express properties more subtle than in traditional non-graded approaches. We have also provided
a tableau calculus forCPDLreg, leading to the first EXPTIME (optimal) tableau decision procedure for
CPDLreg and TEAMLOGK.

Even though in existing BGI formalisms many subtle aspects of agents’ informational and motiva-
tional stance can be expressed, we have shown how to make thembetter suited to the richness of dynamic
multi-agent environments by introducing their graded versions.

The proposed methodology can be used in practical development of multiagent systems in areas
where graded BGIs reflect the desired aspects of applicationdomains. One can, for example, express
properties involving the strength of beliefs, the importance of goals or degrees of commitments to inten-
tions. One can also express other kinds of grading of beliefs, goals and intentions, as we do not restrict
the intuitions behind their graded variants.

In future research we plan to consider more complex scenarios that allow including:

• separate degree systems for beliefs, goals and intentions

• different degree systems for different agents

• partially ordered degree systems.

The logicCPDLreg is strong enough to cope with these scenarios and other multiagent formalisms.
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